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Savox Communications is focused on providing professional radio accessories and
communications equipment that improves the performance of individuals working in
highly demanding environments around the globe.
Savox Communications has a unique combination of in-house design, engineering and
manufacturing resources which in addition to its own range of branded products, it applies to
making radio accessory products for many of the leading Radio and Personal Protection
Equipment manufacturers in the world.
Serving the Police, Security, Fire, Rescue, Defence, Maritime and Industrial sectors, Savox
caters for the needs of the total spectrum of professional radio user.
With offices in the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Finland, Luxembourg, USA, China and a
network of experienced distributors, Savox provides global support to you and your customers,
wherever you are.
The Savox Communications Group also includes complementary organisations Con-Space
Communications Ltd and Iqua Ltd.
Con-Space Communications manufactures the world's foremost technical search gear: the
Delsar Life Detector, the SearchCam 3000, the Con-Space Rescue Kits and the Con-Space
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Radio Gear - all created to seek out and preserve lives. Con-Space Communications started in
1991 by responding to the needs of our customers and people working in hazardous, confined
spaces.This led to the creation of a complete line of Intrinsically Safe, rugged and reliable
communications gear now used by first responders throughout the world.
Visit the Con-Space web site: www.con-space.com
Iqua Ltd develops innovative handsfree headsets and other mobile accessories for personal,
active or professional use. From athletes to business executives, our range of products
combines style and first-rate wireless technology to meet the varying needs of our customers
worldwide.
Visit the Iqua web site: www.iqua.com
viagra
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